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DBS aims
to triple
family office
unit assets
by 2025

DBS recently
opened a 2,000
sq ft branch at
Takashimaya
Shopping Centre
– its first branch
to offer a wider
range of
personalised
banking
services, with
more space for
safe distancing.
The branch also
features a
“financial
pharmacy”
digital
touchscreen
board that
allows customers
to browse
financial
planning tips.
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24/7 self-banking
to be rolled out at
some DBS branches
Digital shift comes as customers make more
online transactions and fewer physical visits
Prisca Ang

South-east Asia’s largest bank
DBS will transform at least a third
of its branches by rolling out 24/7,
self-service banking options and
easier access to financial planning
tools in the next 12 to 18 months.
DBS customers can conduct
more transactions, such as replacing their debit card, outside of normal banking hours at these revamped branches.
Digital ambassadors and wealth
planning managers will also be stationed at the branches to help customers with their banking and financial planning needs.
DBS, which operates 64
branches here, last month opened
a 2,000 sq ft branch at

Takashimaya Shopping Centre –
its first branch to offer a wider
range of personalised banking services, with more space for safe distancing.
It is also the bank’s first branch
to share a space with a retail store
– Guardian pharmacy.
DBS’ efforts come amid a
broader shift towards digital banking that has been fuelled by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The number of monthly average
visits per branch fell by 15 per cent
in the months of June to October,
compared with before the pandemic.
More than 95 per cent of regular
DBS banking transactions such as
fund transfers, remittances and bill
payments are now done digitally
through mobile or online banking.
DBS Singapore country head

Shee Tse Koon said the pandemic
has irrevocably changed the way
most people do their banking and
catalysed further transformation
to cater to these shifting needs.
He added: “Our new branches
will, therefore, complement our
digital banking services to provide
what we call a ‘phygital’ banking
experience that retains our human
touch in the form of face-to-face
assistance and consultations.”
The Takashimaya branch boasts
features such as video teller machines, where customers can replace and apply for debit or credit
cards and seek help from a bank
teller via video, as well as branch
teller machines that allow them to
deposit and withdraw cash in denominations starting from $2.
Two or three digital ambassadors will be stationed at the
branch.
The branch also offers services
targeted at businesses including
machines where they can deposit
their earnings, which will be

DBS branch service manager and digital ambassador Christine Tan
demonstrating how to use a video teller machine at the Takashimaya branch.

counted and put into their accounts.
Like its co-tenant Guardian, the
Takashimaya branch also has a
“pharmacy” that offers advice on
building financial health.
Its “financial pharmacy” digital
touchscreen board allows customers to browse financial planning tips, which are visually represented by health and beauty item
icons on the screen.
For example, an icon of a jar labelled “forever young” leads customers to a page that explains the
importance of early insurance
planning.
DBS is not alone in its efforts to
transform its physical branches.
Since 2018, OCBC Bank has reduced its number of tellers by half
and reskilled them to take on digi-

tal ambassador roles. More than
90 per cent of financial transactions are now done digitally or at
smart ATMs that can process 90
per cent of all counter services.
Mr Bob Ng, OCBC’s head of personal and premier banking for Singapore, said: “This has allowed us
to migrate more than one-third of
over-the-counter services out of
the branches, compared with five
years ago.”
In 2018, United Overseas Bank
opened a branch in Tampines 1
mall to cater to young professionals and young families. Instead of
traditional teller counters, the
branch has self-service machines
and spaces for customers to have
discussions on financial planning.

DBS Group Holdings is seeing a
surge in accounts for family offices
that could boost its related assets
under management to US$10 billion (S$13.5 billion) by 2025.
DBS is seeking to triple assets under management for the family office unit if markets are favourable,
from “strong single-digit billions”
now. It grew by 40 per cent year on
year, with the average account
holder placing US$150 million with
the bank, said managing director
Lee Woon Shiu, who heads wealth
planning at DBS Private Bank.
The number of family offices in
Asia has surged in recent years as
the region’s wealthy clans seek professional money managers to look
after their assets.
Singapore is trying to become a
global hub for the wealth management industry and local regulators
last month estimated that the number of single family offices in the
city grew to about 200 last year.
“We expect to see strong growth
being created in Asia with the slew
of IPOs (initial public offerings) being organised and arranged in
Hong Kong and China,” said Mr
Lee, adding that the average account holder has a net worth of
US$600 million.
DBS expects to see continued
compound annual growth of 20
per cent for the next three to five
years in assets under management
for the family office unit this year,
he added.
DBS’ assets under management
for its wealth management operations, which include private banking and other services for the affluent, stood at $251 billion as at June.
Other growth is coming from
non-Asian family offices establishing satellite offices in Singapore for
investments and holdings across
the region – Briton James Dyson’s
Weybourne Group started a Singapore outpost last year. BLOOMBERG

20%
Percentage of continued compound
annual growth that DBS expects to see
for the next three to five years in
assets under management for the
family office unit this year, said
managing director Lee Woon Shiu,
who heads wealth planning at DBS
Private Bank.
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Higher rebates, surcharges to cut vehicle emissions from next year
Clement Yong

Rebates on the purchase of cleaner
cars will be increased by $5,000
from Jan 1 next year to Dec 31,
2022, under the Vehicular Emissions Scheme (VES).
Cleaner taxis will have their rebates increased by $7,500 in the
same time period, under the programme aimed at nudging motorists towards more environmentally friendly models of private
transport.
In the carrot-and-stick model, surcharges for more pollutive vehicles
will also be increased – by $5,000
for cars and $7,500 for taxis.
This will kick in on July 1 next
year instead of at the start of the
year to allow time for the market to
adjust, and will be in effect until
Dec 31, 2022, the National Environment Agency (NEA) and Land
Transport Authority (LTA) said in
a joint statement yesterday.
The increased rebates and surcharges mean buyers of cleaner
cars will be awarded with rebates
of up to $25,000, up from the previous $20,000, while buyers of the
most pollutive cars will be penalised by $25,000, also up from
$20,000.
The VES was introduced in 2018
to reduce carbon emissions on Singapore’s roads. It categorises vehicles based on emissions across five
pollutants, with each category’s rebate or surcharge calibrated accordingly.
NEA and LTA said the scheme
has been effective in encouraging
the purchase of cleaner car mod-

els, with the number of new cars
that qualify for the cleanest two
bands increasing by 60 per cent between the third quarter of 2018
and the first quarter of this year.
The number of those in the most
pollutive two bands has fallen by
around 20 per cent in the same
time period.
Singapore University of Social
Sciences associate professor of economics Walter Theseira said the
VES rebates and surcharges could
push motorists towards the adoption of cleaner cars in two ways.
As motor car dealers usually
quote a price inclusive of all taxes
and certificate of entitlement bidding, a portion of the discounts usually goes to car buyers, while another could go to the dealers.
This means that in addition to
consumers getting a discount, the
VES changes could also encourage car dealers to import cleaner
models.
Cleaner cars include the Hyundai
Kona Electric, Renault Zoe and Toyota Prius Plus, while more pollutive
cars are those like the Mitsubishi
Outlander 2.0 CVT, Mazda CX-5 2.5
AT and Porsche Cayenne E3.
The enhanced VES is also a boon
for aspiring electric car buyers,
whose car models often fall under
the cleanest bands.
Together with the early adoption incentive scheme for electric
vehicle buyers announced by LTA
in February – which offers rebates capped at $20,000 per vehicle – the increased rebates under
the VES will allow for savings of
up to $45,000 for each new fully
electric car.
However, Associate Professor

SP, Hyundai to boost usage of electric vehicles

Transport Minister Ong Ye Kung beside a BlueSG electric vehicle (EV). He said the
authorities are reviewing the plan to increase the number of EV-charging points
to see if commercial parties could be roped in. PHOTO: ONG YE KUNG/FACEBOOK

Theseira noted that there are additional factors to consider with regard to electric vehicles.
“The number of electric vehicle
models is still very limited compared with that of internal combustion engines. Electric vehicles also
require the owner to have available charging. I think until these
two are solved, the VES change
will have minimal effect,” he said.

Transport Minister Ong Ye Kung
said yesterday that industry watchers believe that costs for motorists
choosing between electric vehicles and internal combustion engine vehicles will equalise by
around 2025, or earlier.
Electric models are now still generally more expensive, and there
were only 1,125 electric cars on the
road as at January.

SP Group and Hyundai Motor
Group signed an agreement yesterday to accelerate the adoption
of electric vehicles in Singapore.
The Temasek investment
fund-owned group and the South
Korean automotive manufacturer will work together on various initiatives, including the expansion of Singapore’s electric vehicle-charging infrastructure to
make owning an electric car
more convenient for motorists.
They will also jointly develop a
new business model for battery
leasing, which will allow electric
vehicle users to lease the car battery instead of owning it. It will
be the first such exploration in
South-east Asia.
“SP and Hyundai aim to lower
the initial cost of purchasing
electric vehicles, enhance the accessibility of charging points
and build an ecosystem of innovative solutions that can encourage the adoption of electric vehicles in Singapore,” the two
groups said in a press statement.

Mr Ong referred to Singapore’s
electric vehicle-charging infrastructure, which has been cited as
a potential bottleneck by industry
watchers who believe the lack of
chargers could stop Singapore’s
electric dreams in its tracks.
Singapore currently has 1,800
charging points and is planning to
increase this to 28,000 by 2030.
Mr Ong repeated what he said in

SP’s group chief executive officer Stanley Huang said electric
vehicles constitute a key pillar in
SP’s strategy to help Singapore
achieve its sustainability goals.
Singapore aims for the last internal combustion engine car to
be sold in 2030 and wants to
phase out internal combustion
engine vehicles by 2040.
Hyundai Motor Group’s senior
vice-president Jung Hong-bum
said the group will continue to
strengthen its cooperation with
various local partners, beginning with this partnership with
SP group.
It is currently working closely
with local universities such as
Nanyang Technological University, start-ups and research institutes to create smart city solutions and brainstorm new future
business areas.
There are currently about
1,800 charging points in Singapore. The aim is to have more
than 28,000 by 2030.
Clement Yong

Parliament last month – that the
authorities are reviewing this plan
to see if it could be made more ambitious by roping in commercial
parties.
“What is clear is that EVs (electric vehicles) will become a reality,
but we need to embrace and promote it,” he said.
clementy@sph.com.sg

